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About This Content

A famous name from the 1940s comes to FSX: Steam Edition! The Hawker Hurricane lost out somewhat in the fame stakes to
the much more renowned Spitfire, but the reality is that Hurricanes proved more effective than Spitfires in the Battle of Britain.

It was a more robust aircraft, and its fabric-over-frame construction meant that it was cheaper and quicker to build and repair
than the Spitfire with its monocoque all-metal construction. The prototype first flew on the 6th November, 1935, and the

aircraft was steadily improved and altered to eventual production standard.

Developed by Just Flight, Battle of Britain Hurricane add-on for FSX: Steam Edition includes three versions of this remarkable
aircraft, from the Prototype through the early Mk1 two-bladed Rotol propeller version to the Mk1's more refined three-bladed
propeller type. With an incredibly detailed cockpit, several model variations, exacting flight dynamics, realistic engine sounds
and top quality paint schemes, the Hurricane makes an ideal stablemate for its famous sister, the Supermarine Spitfire (also

available in the FSX: Steam Edition store).

Features:

Highly detailed exterior models

High quality interactive 3D Virtual Cockpit

Realistic sounds

Canopy jettison feature
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11 authentic liveries

Animated pilot figure

Detailed Merlin engine visible

Numerous animations

High fidelity flight model

Detailed manual

Engine start and gun effects

Multiple viewpoints

Opening inspection hatches and a fully detailed exterior cockpit

Removable features include fuel tank cover, inspection panel on starboard side and gun hatches on wing

Includes Hawker Hurricane Mk1 'Battle of France' period model with wooden two-bladed propeller, ring-and-bead gun sight,
fabric wings as well as Hawker Hurricane Mk1 'Battle of Britain' period model

Interior models recreating early Hurricane with ring-and-bead gun sight as well as Mk1 production cockpit with reflector
gunsight

Exterior models built following the most accurate plans available, to achieve highly accurate profiles and shapes

Features modelled fabric over stringer rear fuselage

Specular and bump mapped where appropriate

Engine start battery trolley

Virtual cockpits completely modelled to portray the real cockpit in full detail

Every switch, knob and lever works, most with bespoke animation code

Shadow textured where appropriate

Animations include sliding canopy, animated pilot figure, canopy jettison feature, undercarriage, movable radiator flap,
retracting foot step and hand grabs, flaps, rudder, elevators, ailerons and trim tabs

Fuel tank cover can be removed to reveal tank, supply pipes and fittings

Inspection panel on starboard side can be removed to reveal cockpit detail

Gun hatches on wing can be removed to reveal Browning machine guns, ammunition feeders and fully modelled shells

Special effects include engine start smoke effect and gun firing effects and sounds

Highly detailed texture mapping without compromising frame rates
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Layered paint kit included to help create your own liveries (suitable additional paint program such as Photoshop
required)
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Played with 3 other friends after buying the four pack. All of us discovered we were not having fun very swiftly into the game.

The game modes shift around at a rate that's very, very difficult to adapt, the sound feels very flat which results in certain
mechanics such as the rocket and punch feeling extremely flat or lack luster.

I think this would take a lot of work and time in early access to transform into something I'd want to play again.. A fun little
game if you want a differnet experience and learn about the process that flowers go through. The core cocept it very simple, you
click on the roots when there is water to collect resources. You click on leaf to collect other resources. You click on node dots to
grow the plants roots, new leafs or a new flower. You click the flower to grow it by getting the bees. You fight off insects that
will destroy your plants and so on.

Relaxing and fun game. Different experience.. Oh my God, what the hell is this? This is a game? Seriously guys, what have you
done? After 5-10 minutes my eyes, was like boiled eggs. NO JOKE. My eyes HURTS. I don't even understand what i'm playing!
I can't see my stats, I can't change my class properly, i can't PLAY this "game".. Then i voted on greenlight for this game, i
expected WAAAAAAAAAAAY better game. But this.. this is JUST TERRIBLE. Thank God, i got this on giveaway.. Guys, if
you reading this - DO NOT PLAY THIS! SAVE YOUR EYES. And money.. NEVER AGAIN!. Interesting mini-game, very
cute and entertaining soundtrack, but why the small resolution ?. pretty bad game waste of money do not buy!. This is one of the
first HOGs I played, and they nailed it right out of the box. I'm a fan of creepy sanitariums and asylums, so this is right up my
alley. Like all HOGs, the length of time that it takes to play only adds up to around 4-5 hours, but the storyline is very gripping.
This last time I played, thanks to Steam, I went straight through the main game without stopping, realizing that I was getting
close to bedtime :P
I don't tend to listen to the music so much, there's too much background noise going on in the house to worry about it. And
there's no voice acting to worry about, which sometimes can be a bad thing if you're looking for more realism. However, the
graphics are terrific. Also, the map shows you where to go to do things, but it doesn't have an auto feature to take you where you
need to go next.
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Before you get the wrong idea from this review, I should note that while I enjoyed the game, I felt I paid too much for it.

Disoriented is a first-person puzzle game that takes inspiration from Manifold Garden, Monument Valley, and possibly Hocus.
The goal in each level is to reach the exit, which is simple enough. However, because in puzzles, things aren't always so simple,
each level is a weird 3D stick model, where you are able to walk up walls by using the curved ramps.

Naturally, because this alone would still make it just a maze, the game later introduces some mechanics, like switches that
change the layout of the level, and portals that drop you through them. The very much unique implementation of the latter is
what really brings out the puzzle design in the last levels of the game.

True to its name, you do very much get disoriented when playing the game because of the core gameplay, given that you're
constantly turning and that there is no objective "down" direction. (This is less of a problem in Manifold Garden, which uses a
similar mechanic, but also uses the level's architecture to keep the player knowing what's what.) In any case, this is perhaps part
of the charm of the game, but it does get in the way of the puzzle sometimes; especially when the platform you're trying to get
your bearings with is blocked by some other platform, and you can't just move around it without falling into the endless void
(which resets the level).

The game runs very smoothly, (which is indeed more than I can say for some Unity games I've played). I'm assuming this game
was made in Unity, which I've heard is horrendous when it comes to performance, so props to the developer on that!

The game has 23 levels, which are all fairly short. As you can tell from the gameplay time listed here, I completed the game in
79 minutes, so you should expect this to be a 2- or maybe 3-hour experience; this game definitely does not overstay its welcome,
and some of the levels are definitely memorable (which is much, MUCH more than I can say for games like Flow Match,
Rotieer and Duplexer). Still, for the price I bought it at (3.39 GBP), it definitely feels too expensive; I personally feel a fairer
price would have been 0.99 GBP. (I should probably re-evaluate my pricing criteria at some point, but not today.)

However, there's a reason for this; the developer is raising money for his other game project, for which this is basically a teaser.
Considering that this game is at least in the upper half of games I've played, AND the developer is still updating the game with
more music and leaderboards, I have faith in his next project and you should too. Hence, while I could refund this game, I won't.
Because between overpaying for this good game and not-paying-at-all for it, I feel like I'd feel guiltier doing the latter.

In short, very good and short relaxing game, but still much pricier than other good games. Definitely buy this if it's on sale for
75% off or more, but above that, you make your own decisions.. Its a surprisingly fun game with ineteresting gameplay features,
worth picking up if you want a game to mess around with while not being a serious racing game. I mean running over zombies..
how could that not be fun right lol. Also has some arena gameplay where you try to destroy other vehicles before they get you,
could of been better if the game had a bigger budget but that also is why its not more then $10 and I got it for $1 on 
Bundlestars.com. Update (Nov 2018, changed review to positive and reset ratings):
They developers have come back to ROCKETSROCKETSROCKETS and finished it, the bugs I reported here are
fixed as well. Now that the game is complete, this is a fun local or online multiplayer title worth picking up.

-----
Original Negative Review (January 2016):
This is an unfinished game that is *not* labeled early access. Despite the game being fully released, many menu items
say "coming soon" but the developers seem to no longer be updating the game.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=635639053
-Here's a fairly prominent bug that hasn't been patched. Changing resolution sticks you on this screen until you close and reopen
the game:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=635638988

Update (March 2017):
14 months after "full" release the developers updated the game, removing\/adding the missing "coming soon" content
and fixed the resolution bug. I'll re-evaluate the game.. Really had fun with this game. The AI is challenging and the
physics feel pretty accurate though not perfect. For the price to enjoyment factor it's an easy buy.. Awful mechanics,
UI, just don't buy
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